
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Social and Emotional Skills:                                                                                
___I Show respect  and kindness to people, animals and things                 
___I help clean up and put toys away 
___I have appropriate control over my feelings                                                      
___I can dress myself 
___I play and shares with other children                                                        
___I can go to the bathroom by myself 
___I accept and respond to the teachers’ authority                                     
___I have a good self image 
___I am happy and cheerful in school           
___I am cooperative 
 
Work Habits: 
___I get involved and attend to activities 
___I can follow 2 step directions 
___I respond well to the teacher 
___I complete my work in a timely manner 
 
 
Fine Motor Skills: 
___I can zip __,unzip ___,button ___,unbutton___,snap___ 
___I grip my pencil correctly 
___I hold scissors properly                
___I use scissors properly 
___I can cut a simple shape 
___I use glue correctly 
___I can complete a simple puzzle 
___I can string beads 
 
 
Gross Motor Skills: 
___I alternate feet on stairs 
___I balance on one foot:     ___left     ___right 
___I hop on one foot:    ___left     ___right            
 ___I jump with two feet over a low rope 
___I can handle a ball: ___throw, ___catch, ___kick a ball 
___I gallop alternating feet  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reading and Math Readiness: 
___I Know my colors  
___I recognize numbers 1-30 
___I know my body parts                                              
___I count to 30 using manipulative 
___I know positional concepts                             
 ___I writes numbers 1-30 
___I recognize uppercase letters                       
___ I know my shapes                                            
___I can draw shapes 
___I recognize  lowercase letters                        
___I can continue simple patterns                  
___I can do complex patterns 
___ I recognize my first name                                   
___ I write name correctly 
___I know my ___address,   ___Phone number    
___ I know the days of the week 
___ I can order:  beginning, middle and last 
___I know same and different 
 
 
 
Listening and Speaking skills: 
___I listen quietly and attentively                   
___I respond to stories by recalling details           
___I sit and listen for 20 minutes 
___I use words to communicate                      
___I speak in complete sentences                               
___I speak clearly 
___I wait my turn to communicate my wants and needs                  
___I have good eye contact when speaking to others 
 
 
Music and Art Skills: 
___I enjoy music activities                       
___I participate in music activities 
___I am learning to repeat rhythmic patterns, ___simple           
and ___complex 
___I participate in art activities               
___I use art materials appropriately 
___I get involved in my art projects and do not need 
encouragement to finish or use new art materials 
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